
 
 

   

AUTOLINK 2016: CURRENT EXHIBITOR LIST 

 

Auto Adbuilder by Eysys:  Generates multiple geo-located and deep-linked search and re-targeting ads. 

AutosOnShow.TV:  A software development company providing imagery and video solutions. 

Avon Manufacturing:  Manufacturer of anti-rattle tapes and complex Vac foamed ducts. 

BJ Seals:  Supplier of oil seals, gaskets, rubber/metal steering and suspension and plastic parts. 

Caerbont Automotive Instruments:  Manufacturer of Smiths products and bespoke instrumentation. 

CDSM:  Award-winning global digital learning solutions provider. 

Cornelius Electronics:  Manufacturer of Box Build and bespoke cable assemblies and wiring harnesses. 

CSM Pressings:  Supplier of pressed components and powder coating services. 

Dawson Shanahan:  Provider of precision cold forming, CNC machining and assembly services. 

Espack Eurologistica:  Customs warehouse offering storage, decanting and other logistics services. 

Euro Quality Coatings:  Premier applicator of powder coat and electrophoretic coating. 

Exsel Dytecna:  Engineering solutions, technology systems and support services. 

Excel Precision Engineering:  CNC, rapid prototyping, pressings and assemblies. 

GTS Flexible Materials:  Supplier of materials for flexible printed wiring, insulation and bonding. 

Gwent Cables:  Manufacturer of cable assemblies and wiring harnesses. 

Hayakawa:  Design and mass manufacturer of cost effective wire harness solutions. 

KSR Electronic Systems:  Mass production of high quality electronic components and assemblies. 

Linea Resourcing:  Provider of permanent, contract, interim, and executive search solutions. 

Magor:  Provider of precision engineering and automation services. 

 



 

 

 

AUTOLINK 2016: CURRENT EXHIBITOR LIST cont. 

Mitsui Components Europe:  Manufacturer of door latch and lock assemblies. 

Moulded Foams:  Leading Cellular Foam materials manufacturer for componentry and returnable packaging. 

OR3D:  Provider of 3D scanning using hand held and tripod mounted scanners and laser trackers. 

Paintflow:  Offering a two coat two bake process and range of manual and semi-automatic spraying. 

Precision Manufacturing Solutions:  Offering build to print manufacturing solutions to meet customer needs. 

Reflex & Allen:  Manufacture fluid transfer products, electrical cable and pneumatic tube assemblies. 

Rugbi Industrial Supplies:  Provider of PPE corporate workwear, safety equipment and tools. 

Showa:  Manufacturer of shock absorbers and power steering systems. 

Spectrum Technologies:  Manufacture of advanced laser-based wire processing equipment. 

Team Precision Pipe Assemblies:  Specialists in pipe manipulation, end-forming, brazing and assembly. 

Torchwood Technologies:  Manufacturer of bespoke RFID/barcode tags for tracking purposes. 

Trojan Mek:  Specialists in industrial machine moving, decommissioning, relocation and installation. 

TSW Training:  Delivering bespoke and accredited training to the Automotive Sector 

VML Group:  Offers machine moving, mechanical and engineering services. 

We Predict:  Provider of predictive analytics services to OEMs and Tiers 1’s. 

Winslow Adaptics:  Design/manufacture of electrical/electronic/mechanical solutions to mitigate obsolescence. 

Please note that there are still a handful of exhibition spaces left and so if you would like to express 

your interest to exhibit please follow the link: 

https://www.business-events.org.uk/en/events/autolink-2016-exhibitor/ 
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